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Abstract 
Current study intends to formulate a habitat suitability model of a newly surveyed marine mammal species where the research 
scenario is characterized by real-world data that is scarce with no detail demographic value available. It is extremely challenging 
to solve it using either traditional statistical approaches where huge amount of data are required or deterministic approaches that 
commonly employ partial differential equations (PDE) model which are based strongly on well-established physical laws and 
entail detail species-specific demographic values. Conversely, the graph-theoretic based bipartite network modeling (BNM) 
approach is not bound by the above limitations and is thus employed in this study. The result produced is a bipartite habitat 
suitability network model consisting thirteen location nodes and thirteen species nodes, each with their respective parameters of
which some are quantified through a machine learning algorithm, and thirty-eight weighted edges that are quantified through 
multiplication rule. Habitat suitability index, generated through implementation of an adapted web-based search algorithm, is 
produced and utilized for the ranking of these location nodes. The ranking result obtained is in good agreement with the past 
literature. The results produced also provide pertinent input to the related practitioners for the conservation of the species and 
preservation of the habitat and environment ecology. 
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1. Introduction and background 
Typical habitat suitability studies aim to research into relationship between species occurrences at a location and 
the environmental properties of the locations. The approaches used are pre-dominantly statistical where the analyses 
always required huge amount of data1 due to the probabilistic law that underlies statistical approaches so that 
scientifically or statistically significantly result could be achieved. The results yielded from these habitat suitability 
studies is normally presented in the form of habitat suitability map as in2. Moreover, contribution of species in terms 
of parameters related to the species, except the presence and/or absence data, is normally not considered and 
included in the models developed. These traditional statistical approaches have limitation to be applied onto research 
scenario where data is scarce. Habitat suitability is also closely related to the field of population dynamics. The first 
population dynamic study that has taken habitat suitability aspect of a species into account as a coefficient in the 
partial differential equations (PDE) model constructed is found in the work of3. The PDE model constructed has 
evolved from basic diffusion equation into more comprehensive and complex version of diffusion-reaction equations 
and diffusion-reaction-advection equations. These deterministic models produced are based strongly on scientifically 
well-established physical or mechanistic laws and entail many detail species-specific demographic4. Research 
problem with no available physical law to base and scarce or no available detail demographic values to use can 
hardly be solved using deterministic approaches. 
Network modeling approaches originate from network theory that based its concept on graph theory5. Being 
applicable in various fields of study, graphs are regarded as “versatile models for analyzing a wide range of practical 
problems concerned with the properties and functions of networks”6. Network theory is one of the widely used 
applications of graph theory that uses graphs as a representation of relation between discrete objects, and focuses on 
the properties, the structure and function of real-world networks like social networks, transportation system, 
communication networks and epidemiology7. Advantages of network modeling approaches are well commented by 
researchers in ecological field8-12 particularly that it requires relatively small data size to generate reliable output and 
little or no detail demographic values are required. It is perceived that a research problem that can be viewed and 
represented as nodes that are linked by edges shows the potential of applying network theory in solving it. In all 
habitat suitability studies, it is observed that there always exist three main components: (a) species; (b) location; and 
(c) environmental properties2,13. These three components could comfortably be represented with a graph structure of 
three vertices as depicted in Fig. 1(a) which is termed as Habitat Suitability Triangle (HST) in this study. This HST 
serves as the motivation of applying BNM in current study as what is done by14. Since location (L) usually specifies 
the spatial features of certain environment properties (N) whereas environmental properties characterize a specific 
location and differentiate one location from another, HST could hence be further modified as a graph structure of 
two vertices. As graph is a mathematical structure that represents the abstract structure of a set of objects and 
network theory is the application of graph as representation of relations between discrete objects, the modified HST 
could be used to form the basic building block (as in Fig. 1(b)) of the network model structure that this study is 
going to formulate. Fig. 1(b) shows that the two vertices of this graph structure are of two different types. This 
heterogeneous nature justifies the application of a heterogeneous-network modeling approach, i.e. the BNM, is 
feasible for this study. 
With respect to studies involving habitat, network modeling approaches is widely applied to survey different 
facets of landscape connectivity for habitat patches in a targeted landscape6,8-10,12,15-16. These networks are of one-
node type. Reviews of these literatures suggest that: (i) the main focus is on habitat connectivity based on the habitat 
availability, instead of habitat suitability, concept; (ii) study on marine species is extremely scarce implying 
challenges of surveying connectivity of these species; (iii) environmental properties are less emphasized and seldom 
incorporated into determining the landscape connectivity; (iv) some of the network-based analytical methods do not 
take the characteristics of the nodes into account10; (v) expert opinions and professional judgments are recognized 
and practiced as means of decision making process whenever empirical data is unavailable. These have turned out to 
be gaps to be filled and strengths to be enforced in this study. Recent habitat suitability related studies that apply 
BNM17-22 have reported positive remarks on the use of BNM approach in surveying different issues of concern in the 
field of ecology where the research problem could be formalized into a network of two different node types. 
Nonetheless, applying BNM approach in studying relationship and the corresponding interaction between a marine 
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mammal species and the location they visit in determining habitat suitability of theirs is scarce and remain the goal 
this study intend to achieve. 
In current study, BNM approach is applied to model habitat suitability of Irrawaddy dolphin (ID) at Kuching Bay, 
utilizing small research data available. ID at Kuching Bay is a newly surveyed dolphin species and the most 
frequently encountered dolphin species by the Sarawak Dolphin Project (SDP) researchers23. Irrawaddy dolphin 
(Orcaella brevirostris) is categorized as a vulnerable species by the International Union of Conservation of Nature 
and Natural Resources’ (IUCN) Red List of threatened species (version 2013.2)24. These facts have thus posed an 
urgent need to conduct researches in various aspects of ID. Current study utilizes data collected by SDP. 
Presentation of this paper is arranged as follows: section one introduces the theme and background of this study; 
section two describes the survey methods, including the methodology followed, and research materials; section three 
presents the results obtained together with the corresponding discussions; and the last section summarizes and 
concludes the study. 
a b
Fig. 1. (a) Habitat Suitability Triangle; (b) Basic Building Block of Bipartite Network. 
2. Materials and methods 
The methodology followed in this study is partly extracted from the work of11 that has applied BNM approach for 
the specific domain of malaria transmission. The stages of this methodology involve (a) confirming the feasibility of 
employing BNM and then formalizing the application of BNM; (b) constructing the graph structure for the bipartite 
network model of this study where the complete research-scenario-specific bipartite graph is the main outcome; and 
(c) formulating the bipartite network model representing the habitat suitability of ID at Kuching Bay and to rank the 
locations in terms of their suitability to function as ID-preferred habitat.  
2.1. Dataset 
The dataset used in this study is real-world data that records sightings of ID at Kuching Bay. They are collected 
between August 2008 and September 2010 through the boat survey observation, and also during two opportunistic 
photo-identification efforts in 2007 and 2008 from dolphin-watch tours joined25. This dataset consists of two parts: 
(i) the individual ID dataset consisting uniquely coded individual ID identified by SDP through standard scientific 
mark-recapture technique25; and (ii) the re-sight maps25,Figure4.3c,d,p.65 produced by SDP researcher, consisting visual 
representation of where the uniquely coded individual IDs are sighted and re-sighted at Kuching Bay which is 
overlaid with 2 km by 2 km grid cells. This is a small dataset which comprises thirteen unique individual IDs and 
thirteen unique grid cells visited by these unique individual ID, with 38 data points where each sighting of these 
individual IDs is regarded as one data point. Each data point is recorded with the individual ID unique code, location 
they are sighted (in latitude, x, and longitude, y), sea water depth (depth, de, in meter, m), sea surface temperature 
(temperature, T, in degree Celsius, 0C), sea water salinity (salinity, s, in Practical Salinity Unit, PSU), sea water 
acidity (acidity, pH), tide height (tide, Ti, in meter, m), distance to river mouth (drm, in meter, m) and distance to 
land (dl, in meter, m) of the location point when these individual IDs are sighted. Detail description on how re-sight 
maps are produced, scientific methods used in unique individual ID identification, scientific data collection 
procedures, instruments and techniques followed are presented in25.
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2.2. Modeling bipartite network model 
Habitat suitability in this study is defined as the ID-preferred location nodes, described in terms of 2 km by 2 km 
grid cells on the Kuching Bay, of the bipartite network model to be formulated in this study. Consequently, instead 
of the common habitat suitability map produced in typical habitat suitability studies, the result yielded in this study 
will be presented in terms of the ranking of location nodes. Higher ranked location nodes would indicate relatively 
more preferred habitat by the ID and thus better suitability to function as the habitat of ID. Location nodes in this 
study are ranked based on the computed ranking value which is termed as the habitat suitability index (HSI). The 
bipartite network model to be formulated in this study is termed as the Bipartite Habitat Suitability Network 
(BiHSN) Model. The processes of developing BiHSN model are explained below. 
2.2.1. Formulation of bipartite graph structure 
Applying the basic building block in Fig. 1(b), bipartite graph structure for BiHSN Model is formulated from the 
research data and referred as Bipartite Habitat Suitability Graph (BiHSG) in this study. The location vertex in Fig. 
1(b) is termed as the location node (L) and defined as any 2 km by 2 km grid cell overlaid onto Kuching Bay. This 
location node houses the environmental properties (N) of each grid cell. The species vertex in Fig. 1(a) is replaced 
as dolphin vertex in Fig. 1(b) and termed as dolphin node (D) because the species under study is Irrawaddy dolphin. 
Dolphin node is defined as any unique individual ID in the research data. The edge formed between the location and 
dolphin vertices is termed as link (E) between nodes. In this study, link is formed when a D visits an L to access the 
resources available at L that is preferred by D. It is defined as the affinity, in terms of weight, between the bipartite 
nodes it joined and is termed as Habitat Suitability Strength (HSS). Higher HSS would imply greater link strength 
and indicate stronger attachment between the dolphin and the specific location which suggests higher suitability of 
this location to function as the preferred habitat for ID.  
Thirteen grid cells in the dataset are decided to be taken as the thirteen location nodes of BiHSN, and labeled as 
L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L10, L11, L12 and L13. The thirteen unique individual IDs in the dataset are 
eventually determined as the thirteen dolphin nodes of BiHSN, and labeled as D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, 
D10, D11, D12 and D13. The 38 data points in this dataset are actually the 38 links formed in this bipartite network. 
At this point of study, BiHSG is constructed and defined as in (1). 
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2.2.2. Quantification of parameters for location node 
The parameters or variables adopted in this study are decided base on past ID surveys24,26-28, expert opinions, and 
data available to current study. These finalized parameters are water suitability index (W), fisheries (food) 
availability index (F), tide height (Ti), distance to river mouth (drm), distance to land (dl), sea water acidity (pH), 
and location frequency (Fl). Quantification of W and F as explained below are not available in the past literatures 
and is thus one of the contributions of this study. 
Water suitability index (W) is defined as the measurement of suitability degree of sea water at a location point in 
Kuching Bay with respect to preferences of IDs. It intends to measure the water quality of a location on whether it is 
preferred by IDs at Kuching Bay. W is indicated by the probability estimation of sighting an ID at a location point of 
which the probability estimation is the output of a machine learning classifier, termed as SVM Water Model, which 
is pre-modeled using support vector machines (SVM). This model is defined by binary classes (ID-sighted or ID-
not-sighted) and five attributes (latitude, longitude, depth, temperature, and salinity). Fisheries (food) availability 
index (F) is defined as the measurement of possibility to observe fisheries activities of which food resources 
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availability is implied at a location point in Kuching Bay with respect to preferences of IDs. F is regarded as an 
important parameter for the location node because food resources are stipulated as a pertinent factor affecting choice 
of IDs on their preferred habitat. Observation of fisheries activities at a location point is stressed as a direct 
indication of food resources availability at that location point in Kuching Bay by the SDP researchers. F is indicated 
by the probability estimation of observing any fisheries activities at a location point of which the probability 
estimation is the output of a machine learning classifier, termed as SVM Fisheries (Food) Model, which is pre-
modeled using SVM. This model is defined by binary classes (fisheries-activities-observed or fisheries-activities-
not-observed) and three attributes (latitude, longitude, and tide height). The modeling of these two SVM models is 
implemented through employing the C-SVM formulation of LIBSVM (version 3.17) package29 with Gaussian radial 
basis function (RBF) kernel function. Detail of formulating these SVM models will be presented in another paper. 
The parameter of location frequency (Fl) in this study refers to number of times a location node is visited by the 
individual IDs (dolphin node). It is included to capture the effect of visitations by ID to a location in modeling the 
habitat suitability of ID at Kuching Bay. Quantification of Fl is given in (2) where Fli refers to Fl for location node 
i, Li = location node i, Dj = dolphin node j, and i {1,2,…,13} and j{1,2,…,13}. Fd, the dolphin frequency, is a 
parameter of dolphin node which will be explained in section 2.2.3. 
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2.2.3. Quantification of parameters for dolphin node 
Including contribution of species in terms of species-specific parameters in modeling habitat suitability of ID is a 
gap present study intends to fill. Parameters for ID to be included in this study are determined through literatures 
reviewed, expert opinions, and ecological theory and assumptions. Physical fitness of a species is an important 
factor in the determination of preferred habitat4,30-31 and core ecological assumption assumes that every species is 
physically fit and is in ideal ability to locate their preferred habitat32. Nevertheless, quantifying physical fitness 
requires substantial amount of detail demographic values of a species which is not available for ID at Kuching Bay. 
Since number of individual available in each sighting is directly related to the physical fitness state of IDs, two 
variables are decided and taken as parameters for dolphin node in order to imply the physical fitness of ID in this 
study. These two parameters are (i) dolphin frequency, Fd; and (ii) maximum group size, N.
Dolphin frequency (Fd) refers to number of times a dolphin visited a location. Fd aims to record number of times 
every dolphin node is linked with each of the location node. This parameter is further detailed as Fdj:i as defined in 
(3) where i {1,2,…,13} and j{1,2,…,13} which refers to number of times dolphin node j visited location node i.
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 Maximum group size (N) refers to the maximum best estimate number of individual IDs sighted together with 
the dolphin that has visited a location. Every time ID is sighted, it is actually a group of individual IDs that are 
sighted. The group size of each sighting is approximated by SDP researchers through photo taken and then recorded 
as the best estimate number. This parameter is further detailed as Nj:i as defined in equation (4) where i
{1,2,…,13} and j{1,2,…,13} which refers to how many individual IDs are sighted together when dolphin node j
visited location node i.
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Values for both of these parameters are generated from the research data and are revealed together in the result 
which is presented in section 3.  
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2.2.4. Quantification of link weight 
The link weight computed is referred as HSS, valued between 0 and 1, in this study. It is defined as the 
measurement of the strength of relationship between the location and dolphin nodes. Quantification method for HSS 
is determined through analysis on methods available in literatures reviewed. In the work of14, summation rule is 
used. In other network related literatures, computation of landscape connectivity are usually quantified through 
multiplication rule and/or a mixture of both summation and multiplication rule6,10,12,15. Four quantification 
techniques are thus considered in this study: (a) summation; (b) multiplication; (iii) multiplication of the sums; and 
(iv) summation of the product. Decision is finalized based on the root mean square error (RMSE) values obtained by 
comparing the result of this study and the result yielded when the benchmark system, UCINET 6 for Windows 
(Version 6.498)33, is used. Comparison shows that RMSE produced by the multiplication rule (0.0002246) is the 
least. As such, present study resolved to employ (5) to compute HSS for the link formed between location node i and 
dolphin node j where i {1,2,…,13} and j{1,2,…,13}. Due to differences of range values, normalization for 
values of parameters, except W and F, for location and dolphin nodes is executed prior to HSS computation. For 
parameter drm, it is further transformed into absolute value. Using the normalized and absolute values of parameters 
for location and dolphin nodes, computation of HSS in current study is executed using MATLAB. The resulted 
outcome is referred as HSS matrix. 
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2.2.5. Implementation of ranking algorithm 
As applying HITS search algorithm for ranking purpose in researches employing BNM approach has been 
established14, this study resolves to apply the same search algorithm as the ranking algorithm. HITS algorithm is 
implemented in current study using the platform of MATLAB where power method is used for the computation of 
principal eigenvalues and eigenvectors. HSS matrix is the input for this ranking algorithm making BiHSN the search 
space for it. Implementation of this algorithm returns results of principal eigen pairs. The values of elements in the 
principal eigenvectors are taken as the estimated Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) in this study. HSI is hence defined 
as the measurement of suitability degree of the location nodes in BiHSN Model to function as the preferred habitat 
for ID at Kuching Bay. These values of HSI are used to determine the ranking of the location nodes where higher 
value implies higher degree of suitability and thus higher ranking of the location nodes. 
3. Result and discussion 
BiHSN obtained is presented in Fig. 2. This bipartite network consists of thirteen location nodes, thirteen dolphin 
nodes, and 38 edges. There are seven parameters identified and quantified for location node whereas dolphin node is 
assigned with two parameters. In Fig. 2, values for each of the parameters are also presented for each of the nodes. 
Values for drm appear in either positive or negative sign to signify the actual position of the location node at 
Kuching Bay which is either on the sea or upriver. The values attached together with the edges in Fig. 2 are values 
of HSS for each respective link. Consequently, complete BiHSN Model should include BiHSG, the definition of 
BiHSG as in (1), the quantified parameters of the bipartite nodes and HSS, and BiHSN (Fig. 2). Taking away the 
parameters values from both of the bipartite nodes and the HSS from each link in Fig. 2 gives BiHSG. BiHSG 
shows that among the thirteen location nodes, L5 has the highest node degree with eleven links formed with D1, D2, 
D5, D6, D7, and D11. This is followed by L8 with a node degree of seven; L2 five; and L7 and L9 three. The rest 
have node degree of one except L1 which has two. Common perception would assume that the importance of these 
locations follows the degrees of the nodes. This study shows that this is not really the case. 
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Fig. 2. Bipartite Habitat Suitability Network (BiHSN). 
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Implementing the ranking algorithm produces HSI for each location node which are then utilized for the ranking 
of these location nodes. The result of implementing the ranking algorithm is revealed in Table I. It is shown that the 
first five highest HSIs go to L2, L1, L12, L8, and L7. L2 being at the highest ranking has links which are all having 
the highest HSS, although it is the third in place in terms of node degrees. L1 is ranked second although it has a 
degree of two and its HSS is ranked the eighth. L12 is the third most preferred locations with only one link having 
HSS that is ranked the fifth. L8 being the fourth most suitable habitat for IDs at Kuching Bay is second in place in 
terms of degrees where the links have different HSSs ranked as high as the third to as low as the twelfth. Even 
though being the nodes with the highest degree, L5 is ranked the sixth most suitable habitat. L10 with the lowest 
HSS and degree of only one is not ranked at the bottommost but is the eleventh most preferred habitat. The two 
location nodes that are ranked at the bottommost are L4 and L3. Both L3 and L4 have a degree of one and low HSS. 
The ranking of location nodes as appeared in Table I does not go in the same direction as the ranking of the nodes’ 
degrees. The HSS of links does slightly but not consistently imply the ranking of the nodes in terms of their 
suitability as preferred habitat though. The complexity and dynamic characteristics of BiHSN and any bipartite 
network model agree with the report of researchers in referring BNM approach as complex network modeling 
approach17.
Table 1. HSI and Ranking of 
location nodes in BiHSN. 
Ranked
Location 
Node
HSI 
L2 1 
L1 7.3124 u10-2
L12 6.4007 u10-2
L8 4.8837 u10-2
L7 3.5969 u10-2
L5 3.9070 u10-3
L11 2.7536 u10-3
L6 1.0200 u10-4
L9 1.0279 u10-5
L13 5.5695 u10-7
L10 7.8998 u10-8
L4 3.4821 u10-28
L3 2.7196 u10-30

Fig. 3. Actual Location Nodes at Kuching Bay (Overlaid on modified Figure 3.5 of25)
The ranking result for location nodes is then compared with the result of25 which presents the relative densities of 
IDs at Kuching Bay based on number of on-effort sightings per km search in 2 km by 2 km grid cells. The visual 
representation of this comparison is presented in Fig. 3. There are six grid cells in25 that are identical with the six 
location nodes, i.e. L2, L4, L5, L9, L10, and L12, of this study and hence the discussion will focus on the ranking of 
these six location nodes and grid cells. Fig. 3 discloses that the ranking result of present study is in good agreement 
with the result of25 where L2, L5, and L12 being ranked the top three are the grid cells recording high relative 
densities of IDs. The only discrepancy is with L10 which is ranked after L9 happens to be the grid cells that has the 
relative density higher than L9. L2 which is the top ranked location being the relatively most preferred habitat is 
found to be surrounded by grid cells with good relative densities of IDs. The same goes for L12 which is the third 
ranked most suitable habitat in this study. L1 which is ranked the second relatively most preferred habitat is found 
next to the grid cell recording high relative densities of IDs.  
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The result produced in this study shows that BNM approach is feasible to be applied with very little data, 
yielding reliable, user-friendly, and easy to interpret and understand output9-12. Being a popular approach in 
ecological habitat connectivity and availability studies which is of one-node type, BNM approach shows its 
scientific potentials in analyzing habitat suitability of ID, another key ecological issues and importance7. This study 
has filled the gap mentioned in section one by applying BNM approach in studying a marine mammal species; 
emphasizing and integrating environment properties into the bipartite network modeling effort; taking the 
characteristics of the nodes, i.e. the parameters of nodes, into account; include contribution of species, i.e. the 
parameters of ID, into habitat suitability study. Nonetheless, limitations of this study in capturing possible processes 
and observational errors; and incorporating the temporal aspect into the modeling effort are gaps to be filled for 
future studies. 
4. CONCLUSION 
This study has used BNM approach to model the habitat suitability of ID at Kuching Bay where the data is scarce 
and detail demographic values are not available. With the identification of the existence of three main components 
in typical habitat suitability studies, HST is established which brings forth the basic building block for bipartite 
network and thus formalizes the application of BNM approach. Utilizing the small research dataset, graph structure 
representation of the bipartite network is first established as BiHSG together with its definition in graph theoretic 
notation. This is followed by the quantification of parameters for the bipartite nodes of which some are quantified 
through machine learning algorithm and the subsequent weight for the links (HSS) formed between them. The result 
demonstrates that BNM approach is capable to produce the bipartite network as BiHSN. Implementation of HITS 
search algorithm onto the HSS matrix and BiHSN has managed to produce the estimated HSI which is used for the 
ranking of location node. The ranking result obtained in this study is found to be in good agreement with the past 
survey. It is obvious that the results produced by employing this graph-theoretic based BNM approach is satisfying 
and provides pertinent input to the related practitioners for conservation of IDs and preservation of the habitat and 
environment ecology. BNM approach has advantages over limitation posed by traditional statistical and 
deterministic approaches. Present study has thus shown that BNM approach, incorporated with machine learning 
algorithm and web-based search algorithm, is a promising approach in survey where the research problem portrays 
the characteristics of discrete but interrelated objects and characterized by small data size.  
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